How Injuries
Accelerate Aging
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Popular beliefs about aging confuse the effects of genes
with those of stress and injury. As a result, people
associate pains and stiffness directly with aging, and so
believe them to be inevitable.
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These shocks need not accumulate.
Aging need not be what it commonly is.
All memories outlive their usefulness,
sooner or later. Many, sooner.

Every injury you have had, every stress
period, contributes to your physical aging.
You can prevent the accumulation of
injuries and stress from overcoming you by
grooming yourself of their effects – something
best done on a regular basis.
A way exists, through somatic
education.
Most people have what, in real estate, is
called, “deferred maintenance” – the
accumulation of unrepaired wear and tear.
That wear and tear must first be
repaired before self‐maintenance is meaningful.
So, with most people, the procedures of
somatic education first do the deferred
maintenance, the “repairs” you need, then teach
you how to maintain yourself in good condition.
If you eliminate the accumulated effects of the
thousand natural shocks flesh is heir to, you can
recover the vitality, freedom, and pleasure in
movement that you had when you were
younger, that you see most in children at play
and young adults..
You’ll never be a child, again, but you
will recover the natural pleasure of free
movement, of a vital life.
Aging will take a different course, with
you, a graceful one.
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